
Responsive. Innovative. Dynamic.

Empowering senior living 
communities with seamless 
IT design and support

https://www.tazergy.com/


When your technology-driven systems are working seamlessly and 
without interruption, they significantly enhance business operations, 
ensure optimal care, prevent interruptions to operations, and ensure 
quality of care for residents. Even a minor interruption can lead to 
unhappy residents and family members—and pose an array of security 
and operational risks.

Keeping systems operational requires expertise and responsiveness. 
Empower staff to focus on what they do best – caring for residents –  
by partnering with Tazergy for excellent ongoing support. The 
collaborative team thrives on using their expertise to solve complex 
technology solutions, deliver excellent customer service, and serve as 
your technology advocate.

Managing all your technology that 
drives business operations, staff 
enablement, and resident care

Differentiate and build 
a sense of community 
with engaged programs 
amplified with the latest 
audio/visual technology for 
cinema quality movie nights, 
educational programs, and 
special events. 

Equip new employees 
with managed IT that 
ensures efficient, thorough 
onboarding with access 
to required platforms and 
provides necessary support 
when needed.

Search the web, stream 
entertainment, and gain 
immediate access to 
vital clinical information 
simultaneously with a 
powerful and reliable 
Wi-Fi network, ensuring 
continuous access to the 
internet.



Optimizing community operations 
with spot-on technology design 

Backed by decades of expertise, Tazergy collaborates with 
senior living developers and architects to understand current 
and future needs of senior living communities. This vital input 
drives a tailored design solution and detailed implementation, 
all with an unwavering focus on providing value. Tazergy 
project managers work with architects, design teams, and 
general contractors, ensuring timelines are met and all
systems are operational. 

Low-Voltage Design Consulting  
and Project Management 

- Low-voltage consulting

- Low-voltage design & 
documentation 

- Design & construction 
administration 

- Technology systems & 
standards selection

Technology Engineering  
and Implementation Services 

- Network & Wi-Fi infrastructure

- Overhead sound and visual 
solutions

- Video surveillance

- Business phone and 
cComputing system

IT Community Support  
Services – ITaaZ 

- IT Help Desk support 

- Technology advocates 

- Technology partner

- Procurement services

855-TAZERGY  •  tazergy.com

Three towers of performance 
supporting ALL of your 
technology systems

http://8558293749
https://www.tazergy.com/


Connected IT
Turn to Tazergy to keep senior communities 
operating at the highest, uninterrupted levels  
with technology that promises enhanced business 
operations, seamless IT systems, and the highest 
level of care.

855-TAZERGY 
7853 Hickory Flat Hwy, Suite 200  •  Woodstock, GA 30188
sales@tazergy.com  •  tazergy.com
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